Attached, please find the media coverage report for the period of September 1 – September 30, 2019. This is a selective report of the top Graduate Center media coverage for all academic areas. You can view real-time coverage of the GC by visiting https://www.gc.cuny.edu/News/Press-Coverage.

Please note that this office promotes media coverage of the GC, all of its entities and affiliated faculty. The communications team can help garner press coverage of your research and other newsworthy accomplishments, as well as promote awareness of this work via our internal communications channels (the GC and ASRC websites and Twitter accounts). Below, please find several items of information that will be useful in helping us publicize your work.

* If you would like to publicize a forthcoming study about your research, please note our policies and protocols on submitting a request at least 2 weeks in advance of formal publication.

* If you are contacted directly by media for an interview, our team can help coordinate the details of the interview and ensure that organizational affiliations, titles and other items are addressed efficiently and correctly. Please let us know as soon as you are contacted so that we can lend assistance.

* Please also see the Media Experts listing of faculty (https://www.gc.cuny.edu/About-the-GC/Administrative-Services/Office-of-Communications-and-Marketing/Resources/Faculty-Experts) who frequently speak to the media. We are in the process of expanding the listed areas of expertise so that it more fully represents our GC faculty’s knowledgebase. If you are interested in speaking with the media, but are not currently listed, please contact me at tdomi@gc.cuny.edu.

* Please note that all media entering the GC or ASRC buildings must sign in with the public safety desk. See the procedures for media access to the GC (https://www.gc.cuny.edu/About-the-GC/Administrative-Services/Office-of-Communications-and-Marketing/Policies-and-Procedures/Detail?id=35072)

Feel free to contact me at anytime with any questions you have about this report, or to discuss how the media relations team can assist you in publicizing your work.
Clarence Thomas Is Not a Sellout

Essay by Corey Robin who is a professor of political science at Brooklyn College and the City University of New York Graduate Center. He is author...

How Harvard admissions can be a barometer of our deepest divides

This opinion editorial is co-authored by Jennifer Lee of Columbia University and Van C. Tran, an associate professor of sociology at Graduate...
A Makerspace, Teaching Studio or Wellness Center? The Role of Libraries in College Innovation - EdSurge News

, critical pedagogy librarian at the Mina Rees Library at the Graduate Center, CUNY Listen to the conversation below, or read...

Soil Scientists’ Advice to Urban Gardeners: Test for Lead

, Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences and Graduate Center, CUNY PhD Program in Earth and Environmental Sciences....

The Soviet Union and the Birth of Human Rights

Distinguished Professor of History at City College and the Graduate Center, City University of New York. His books include Weimar...
Private schools' Chicken Little act is a farce

Opinion editorial is by David C. Bloomfield, professor of educational leadership, law and policy at Brooklyn College and CUNY’s Graduate Center.

Are We Overestimating How Much Trees Will Help Fight Climate Change?

, an ecologist and biogeochemist with the City University of New York's Advanced Science Research Center. But, he added, “We haven’t...
I'm a Latina who went to an elite institution. Kavanaugh culture dominates.

professor of philosophy at the City College of New York and the Graduate Center-CUNY, and a senior fellow at the Center for...

‘Moving Up Without Losing Your Way’

professor of philosophy at City College and the Graduate Center of City University of New York, Morton considers the issues...

The Gifted Student Quandry

Opinion editorial is by David Bloomfield, a Professor of Educational Leadership, Law & Policy at Brooklyn College and The CUNY Graduate Center....
When Did You Decide To Switch Teams?

John Jay College of Criminal Justice in New York City and at the CUNY Graduate Center, and is the first openly gay man to serve...

A 'turning point' on UFOs: Physicist Michio Kaku tells ufology conference the truth is out there

, media personality and professor of theoretical physics at the City University of New York Graduate Center, also spoke to...

A new stamp honoring Walt Whitman is unveiled at his LI birthplace

the dying. Professor David S. Reynolds, of The Graduate Center of the City University of New York, said at the event that despite...
Extreme Cities: Ground Zero for Climate Change

Flanders Show. Featured Guests: Ashley Dawson, Professor of English, CUNY Graduate Center, Mychal Johnson, Co-founder, South...

Clarence Thomas’s Radical Vision of Race

Essay by Corey Robin, Graduate Center and Brooklyn College professor of political science

We have hedonism all wrong, according to ancient Greek philosophy

an Epicurean: The Ancient Art of Living Well, CUNY Graduate Center philosophy professor Catherine Wilson shows how pleasure...
By the numbers: Is college worth the cost?

, professor of education at Brooklyn College and the City University of New York Graduate Center. Even some students who do...

Honorees of the prestigious 2019 Blavatnik Regional Awards for Young Scientists announced

Igor Dikiy, PhD, nominated by the Advanced Science Research Center at The Graduate Center, CUNY — recognized for completing...

The Nondiscrimination Protections of Millions of Workers Are Under Threat

for All" (New York: Social Justice Sexuality Project, Graduate Center, City University of New York, 2018), available at https://static1....
Press Coverage

**Warren Versus the Petty Plutocrats**

Opinion editorial by Paul Krugman, who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008...

**Activist talks US prison abolition, flaws in prison system**

“Leading sometimes with your heart instead of your head needs to done to get this movement done,” said Gilmore, director of the Cen for...

**The Name “Dewey” Is Synonymous With Libraries. Why Did Librarians Strike It From an Award?**
Emily Drabinski, a librarian at the Mina Rees Library at the Graduate Center, City University of New York, and an at-large...

Bill de Blasio suddenly changes tune on testing for elite high schools

Brooklyn College and CUNY Grad Center education professor David Bloomfield agreed with Haimson that de Blasio’s recent remarks show his weakness...

Featured Authors Corey Robin ’89 Explains the Enigmatic Clarence Thomas

Idea. He teaches political science at Brooklyn College and the CUNYGraduate Center. Robin’s writing has appeared in The New...
POLITICO U.N. Playbook, presented by S&P Global: Of democrats and dictators — Timmermans’ tour — Interview with Rutte

for Refugees Kelly T. Clements. Elebash Recital Hall, part of the CUNYGraduate Center on 5th Ave. Eventbrite page THANKS:

Serving Immigrant and Refugee Students

for New York City’s Bridges to Academic Success, a CUNY Graduate Center team that develops curriculum for refugee and immigrant...

How To Make Your Philanthropy Count

“These websites can help you get a sense of how organizations spend your donations,” said Kathleen McCarthy, director of the Center on Philanthropy...
Privacy, accuracy, and the looming 2020 census

, a sociology professor at Queens College and the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. He uses a lot of redistricting...

The Problematic Politics Of Style And Gender Identity In The Workplace

Age: 25 Current occupation: Ph.D. candidate in critical social-personality psychology at the CUNY Graduate Center and professor...

Studying the Causes of Borderline Personality Disorder

, at Hunter College and the Neuroscience Collaborative at the Graduate Center, City University of New York, has set out to...
Dr. Michio Kaku to Deliver Keynote Address at Gastech 2019

and a professor of theoretical physics at the City College of New York and CUNY Graduate Center. Dr. Kaku has written several...

New Study Shows That Union Erosion Contributed To Disproportionately Low-Wage Job Growth

Milkman, Distinguished Professor of Sociology at the CUNY School of Labor and Urban Studies and the Graduate Center, CUNY....